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it's a pearl so perfect it has no price. yet those that own it pay dearly. because the day
approximately a century sooner than while it used to be plucked from Australian waters, the
pearl has cursed the Robeson and Llewellyn families, unleashing a legacy of rivalry, greed and
homicide that has spanned generations and continents.Liana Robeson is now in ownership of
the notorious Pearl of significant fee and she, too, has skilled its excessive expense in
heartache and tragedy. by surprise her teenage son is missing—and so is the pearl.Desperate
and afraid, she turns to Matthew's father, Beautiful Lies Cullen Llewellyn. jointly they embark on
a heart-pounding odyssey to discover their son. Swept into the wild fantastic thing about
Australia, Liana and Cullen are plunged right into a lethal online game with a rival who will visit
any lengths to own a treasure as deadly because it is flawless....
i love books that provide me educate me something. This booklet fulfilled this standards on a
number of degrees at least: it gave me a few information regarding a country, an and a few
history. on the similar time, it's a strong tale that saved my interest.
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